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A growing body of feminist research suggests that news, especially international
news, is a form of communication that can be fully and critically understood only
when seen through the prism of gender., This research indicates that the cultural
forms of objective journalism are currently alienating a significant segment of the
audience: women, especially young women. From a pragmatic perspective, journalism's apparent indifference to the female audience makes no sense. In the
United States, where commercialization of news production is most pronounced,
women control or influence 80 percent of consumer decisionmaking. When news
organizations ignore women, they are ignoring market imperatives.2
Flow can this apparent resistance to the logic of capitalism be explained? I explore this question by arguing that journalism's indifference to female audiences is
a socially significant extension of current structures of global power, not simply a
provincial souvenir of traditionalism. I treat gender as an important, perhaps even
decisive, category in articulations of all power relations, including relationships
among heterosexual men. By continuing to ignore the role gender plays in communications and international relations, critical communication scholarship contributes to the invisibility of "critical conditions and developments whose imagery
would pose an unacceptable challenge to the structure of culture-power."3
The argument is developed in the following steps. First, I examine recent data
that support my claim that news, especially international news, is gendered and
that this gendering both reflects and contributes to current global crises. Second,
I unpack some of the gendered constituents of the mythology of the Cold War.
Third, I analyze some of the opportunities and obstacles that the end of the Cold
War poses for the global feminist movement, for the practice and study of international relations, and for media organizations themselves. Fourth, I briefly iden131
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tify some crises that become fully visible only when gender is treated as a significant category for analyzing and reporting global politics.
News as a Gendered Form
In the United States men write most of the front-page newspaper stories. They
are the subjects of most of those stories-85 percent of the references and 66 percent of the photos in 1993. They also dominate electronic media, accounting for
86 percent of the correspondents and 75 percent of the sources for U.S. network
television evening news programs.4 According to Margaret Gallagher,5 "Prevalent
news values define most women and most women's problems as unnewsworthy,
admitting women to coverage primarily as wives, mothers or daughters of men
in the news: in their own right, they make the headlines usually only as fashionable or entertaining figures."6
Newspaper readership research indicates that women are turned off by conflict-based news narratives/ Yet stories framed in terms of conflict, confrontation,
extremism, and sensationalism are the staples of journalism.
Men are typically assigned to hard news, news that has significant public implications. Women, in contrast, cover soft news stories and stories related to topics traditionally associated with female responsibilities. Figures for U.S. newspapers show that men dominate coverage of war and the military (81.8 percent),
sports (81.2 percent), government and politics (78.1 percent), human interest
(75.4 percent), economics (75.3 percent), and foreign relations (72.6 percent).
Women are most prominent in coverage of education (66.7 percent), health and
medicine (43.9 percent), accidents and disasters (45.5 percent), and social issues
(42.4 percent).8 Gender also makes a difference in reading the news. Although
women in the United States read more than men generally, men read more newspapers than women: Approximately 65 percent of men and 60 percent of women
are daily consumers of newspapers.9
Kay Mills maintained that Western journalism still views women as "outsiders,
suspect, 'the other' , the anomaly, exceptions to the male norm.'lO As a result,
coverage of issues affecting women is not institutionalized, not part of the 'normal' media mind-set.""
In international news coverage, women not only are marginal but also are normally absent. As Cynthia Enloe pointed out, only on those rare occasions when
women such as Margaret Thatcher or Indira Gandhi are present in news photographs of world leaders do we become consciously aware that nearly all leaders
are men.
Women's experiences—of war, marriage, trade, travel, factory work—are relegated to
the "human interest" column. Women's roles in creating and sustaining international
politics have been treated as if they were "natural" and thus not worthy of investigation. Consequently, how the conduct of international politics has depended on men's
control of women has been left unexamined.12
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The socially structured silences or erasures produced by the routine practices of
international news production contribute to the maintenance and reproduction of
an international gender order that is secured by what Bob Connell called "liegemonic masculinity" According to Connell, at the level of mass social relations,
highly stylized and impoverished definitions of masculinity form the basis for
dominant males' relationships to subordinate males and for the relationships of all
males to females." This begemonic principle is replicated, in an abstract form, in
the global ordering of relationships of dominant and subordinate nations.
Research stimulated by the feminist, gay, and lesbian liberation movements has,
however, made it increasingly difficult to ignore the salience of gender as an explanatory category in social research. According to Stuart Hall, nothing less than a
"revolution in thinking" follows "in the wake of the acknowledgment that all social practices and forms of domination—including the politics of the Left—are always inscribed in and to some extent secured by sexual identity and positioningf15
This revolution requires radical reconstructions of the theories, research protocols, and journalistic practices used to conceptualize international relations
and international news. Connell critized the outmoded approach: "The habit of
mind that treats class, or race, or North-South global relationships as if gender
did not matter is obsolete—and dangerous."" To ignore gender is to ignore a
major generative principle of international conflicts. Such ignorance contributes
to practices that allow incipient conflicts to remain invisible until they escalate
into major international crises. As Connell pointed out, even when gender is ignored,
the facts of gender do not go away. Aid programs to Third World countries, by ignoring gender in principle, in fact give resources to men rather than to women.
Industrial and nationalist militancy that ignores questions of gender reinforces men's
violence and the patterns of masculinity that lie behind it. The question of human
survival, in the face of a global arms race and widespread environmental destruction,
requires us to understand a play of social forces in which gender has a major part."

Under the present global gender order, policymakers and journalists find it
more manly to deal with guns, missiles, and violent conflicts than with matters
like female infanticide in China, the increased trade in children in the sex markets of Manila and Bangkok in the wake of the AIDS epidemic, the impact of the
intifada on Palestinian women, or the political activism of groups such as the
Women in Black, Israeli women who support the intifada.

The Gender Order and Cold War Mythology
E. P. Thompson maintained that the power knowledge of the Cold War hung "the
hinge of history" on an extremely narrow frame." It restricted the exercise of political imagination and rhetoric to the reductive terms of a binary code. The ide-
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ologies this code supported "nourished and reproduced reciprocal paranoias" and
"deadened imagination with a language of worst-case analysis and a definition of
half of the human race as an Enemy Other."18
This code also nourished and fed cultural imagery of a heterosexist gender
order where good women stayed in the kitchen and the bedroom and supported
manly men in their valiant attempts to contain an "evil empire" (to use former
President Ronald Reagan's description of the Soviet Union). Within this binary
semantic code, homosexuals were conceived as security risks: enemies within, to
be coerced, brutalized, and confined to closets.
The gendered constituents of the dangerous-world syndrome that fueled the
mythology of the Cold War have been excavated by Brian Basin," Helen
Caldicott,21 Carol Cohn,22 and others. In a world pervaded by threats and violence—in which two superpowers were locked into a deadly game of brinksmanship—risk taking was justified in the name of avoiding a bigger risk.23 Thus, for
example, U.S. defense policy justified wars in Korea and Vietnam as necessary to
stop Chinese and Soviet expansionism and thereby avoid a nuclear holocaust. The
rationale for these bloodlettings, the domino theory, put forth by John Foster
Dulles, secretary of state in the Eisenhower administration, is an exemplary case
of a Cold War policy that "nourished and reproduced reciprocal paranoias."24
The Cold War may be over, but the dangerous worldviews of men in power
show few signs of pacification or imaginative reconstructions. The Persian Gulf
War was, among many other things, a boy thing, in which George Bush demonstrated—live and in color—that his missiles were bigger, better, and much more
potent than Saddam Hussein's.25 Bill Clinton dramatically invoked the dangerous-world syndrome to justify new bombings in Baghdad and to initiate nuclear
saber-rattling with the last fully intractable Cold War enemy, North Korea.28 Like
George Bush, who demonstrated that he was no wimp to the U.S. media and to
the world, Clinton's moves also have closely followed the Gold War's prescriptions
for manly men at the brink.
When elite males define the world as a dangerous place, "masculine men and
feminine women are expected to react in opposite but complementary ways."27 In
such a world, manly men are supposed to suppress their own fears and assume the
role of protector of women and children. Women, in turn, are expected to look to
their fathers, husbands, and brothers or their symbolic surrogates for protection
against the dangerous men on the other side. In exchange for this protection,
women are expected to be self-sacrificing: to put the interests of their husbands,
children, and nation before their own. According to Easlea,28 Cohn,28 and by extension, Keller,38 the erotics of the power knowledge of this masculinist order are,
paradoxically, homoerotic, misogynist, and necrophilic—involving male bonding
secured by exclusion of women and sealed by the daring defiance of death.3'
Under the form of hegemonic masculinity that has defined global politics since
the end of World War II,
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Ideas of masculinity have to be perpetuated to justify foreign-policy risk-taking. To
accept the Cold War interpretation of living in a dangerous world also confirms the
segregation of politics into national and international. The national political arena is
dominated by men but allows women some select access; the international political
arena is only for those rare women who can successfully play at being men, or at least
not shake masculine presumptions,

A dangerous world is an unambiguous world. For this reason, it is, paradoxically, a comfortable world for some (males) in the defense establishment and the
press. As Larry Eichel noted in a September II, 1989, article in the Philadelphia
Inquirer entitled, "Wall Kept Things Simple," some experts on international politics already miss the Cold War: "They say the day may come when the world looks
back on the 40 years after World War II as the good old days—when life was simple, people knew which side they were on and a standoff between superpowers
kept the peace." In a 1990 interview, Jeremy Azrael, a Rand Corporation Soviet
analyst, acknowledged that "the Cold War world has been very good" to the military, the defense industry, and its apologists. With the prescience of a seasoned
warrior, he worried: "There is a terrible danger that defense intellectuals will have
to go whoring. Folks in the services will go looking for threats out there"
The rest, of course, is already instant history34

Opportunities and Obstacles
to Expanding the Political Imagination
In 1990, Thompson almounced that history is now turning on a "new hinge."38
At the time, Thompson was optimistic about the possibilities for expanding the
breadth, depth, and quality of the political imagination.
Nevertheless, the semantic void left by the spies and speechwriters who came
in from the cold remains unfilled. Moreover, neither subsequent historical events
nor most mass-mediated discourses they have generated support Thompson's optimism.
While he was president of the new, now former Czechoslovakia, Vaciav Havel
offered a much different and far more pessimistic take on recent events. Havel
maintained that the collapse of communism has not only profoundly challenged
the assumptions of Eurocentric political and social theories but has also undermined the very foundations of rational inquiry itself:
The end of Communism has brought a major era in human history to an end. It has
brought an end not just to the 19th and 20th centuries but to the modern age as a
whole.... The large paradox at the moment is that man—a great collector of information—is well aware of all this, yet is absolutely incapable of dealing with the dan-

ger.38
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According to Havel's postmodern dangerous-world scenario, the modern West's
uncritical faith in scientific and technological progress—its instrumentalism—
has delivered us to the eleventh hour: "We are looking for new scientific recipes,
new ideologies, new control systems, new institutions, new instruments to elim Mate the dreadful consequences of our previous recipes, ideologies, control systems, institutions and instruments?"37
If Havel's analysis and the cultural practices he described are reexamined
through the lens of gender, very different readings not only are possible but in
fact are already well advanced in the work of many feminist and some postmodern theorists. James Hillman unpacked this legacy eloquently and succinctly:.
The specific consciousness we call scientific, Western and modern is the long sharpened tool of the masculine mind that has discarded parts of its own substance, calling it Eve, female and inferior. What is required to recover and heal political man is
not simply to add woman and stir. Rather masculinity and femininity must be reinvented, new political and social theories must be written, and new forms of politics
and eroticism must be created,38

Enloe suggested a new feminist (and, I believe, planet- and species-friendly)
recipe that may contribute to this political and personal renaissance." She reflected on the rhetorical power that the slogan "the personal is political" had in
mobilizing the second wave of U.S. and global feminism, a phrase C. Wright Mills
maintained is like a palindrome:40 Enloe explained how it can be read backward
as well as forward:
Read as "the. political is personal," it suggests that politics is not shaped merely by
what happens in legislative debates, voting booths or war rooms. While men, who
dominate public life, have told women to stay in the ldtchen, they have used their
public power to construct private relationships in ways that bolstered their masculinized political control:II

According to Enloe's recipe, to understand a nation's political order, its gender
order must be analyzed. The "political is personal" concept not only renders visible the roles women play in the global assembly line—as laborers, servants, guest
workers, diplomatic wives, immigrants, refugees, tourists, sex workers, bank
clerks, and peace activists—but also exposes men as men. As Enloe pointed out,
governments qua elite males devote considerable resources to controlling women,
and women, it should be noted, devote considerable resources to developing multiple overt and subterranean strategies for resisting these efforts.42
Elite males' efforts to control women usually have much more to do with optimizing control over other men than women: men as migrant workers, soldiers,
diplomats, intelligence operatives, overseas plantation and factory managers, even
bankers. This control includes control over what Herbert Marcuse called political
linguistics: "the right to establish enforceable definitions of words."43 Legitimacy
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arises under the terms of the current international gender order: "Ideas about adventure, civilization, progress, risk, trust, and security are all legitimized by certain
kinds of masculinist values and behavior, which makes them so potent in relations between governments."44
Within the economy of signs produced by prevailing patterns of political linguistics, icons of popular culture such as Rambo, the Terminator, and their
Japanese-manufactured technocounterpart, Super Mario, are not simply entertainments. The extreme exaggerations and sexualization of differences present in
the imagery currently produced by the U.S. culture industry for global consumption would suggest that the gender order of the Cold War is playing its trump
card: the threat of brute force. In this deadly contest, air-brushed images of violent, steroid-pumped, manly men with suprahuman bulging muscles are presented as counterpoint to starving, anorexic, pencil-thin, fashion-modeled forms
of femininity. Within this reconstruction of the gender order, however, corporations—advertising, fashion, sports, film, video, and related consumer industries—and not governments define and police the new internalized landscapes of
the dangerous-world syndrome.
The gender-based news blackout does not involve malevolent plots or conspiracies by retro-male editors. Women editors and journalists also create and enforce
policies and practices that perpetuate it. This blackout is a structural artifact of
both Cold War and commercial news values that privilege dangerous-world scenarios: sensational stories about violent conflicts and disruptions of order. There
are, to be sure, real dangers in the post–Cold War world that are news, Within the
terms of current formulas for international news production, however, the stories
about women that do make the news typically represent them as sexualized ob-.
jects or victims of male violence, whether in Bosnia, in Kuwait, or in the mean
streets of urban centers throughout the world. Such stories are news: hard political news, not just human interest or crime stories. Nevertheless, this kind of news
represents a very narrow range of women's experiences: the actual and narrative
terrain where hegemonic masculinity overtly and often brutally surveys and disciplines them into political subordination.
There are many significant stories about women that seldom make the news:
stories about women's collective efforts to become agents rather than victims of
history. Some dramatic and dramatically underreported efforts, which fit within
the agonistic frames of conventional news, are, for example, women's organized
efforts on behalf of "the disappeared" in Argentina, Chile, and Guatemala; the political mobilization of women's rights organizations in the wake of the slaughter
of female engineering students in Montreal; mass demonstrations of Moroccan
women to protest police violence against women after a police commissioner was
convicted of raping more than 500 girls; and the takeover of highways in northern Buenos Aires by 300 women on foot and bicycles to protest privatization of
Argentine highways."
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The news blackout is nearly total when women organize to address issues that
involve structural exercises of elite male power. Examples can be found worldwide: women meeting in Japan to examine and redress the status of migrant
workers and proxy brides; women in New York tracking the global prostitution
industry; women in the Netherlands and Finland monitoring gender-related impacts of global trade and arms agreements; women in Mexico City organizing to
address labor issues; women meeting in Brussels to examine the implications of
the unification of the European Community."
How many readers of this book know that women have established a feminist
radio station, Radio Tierra, in Chile? How many know that they are producing•
and distributing feminist videos throughout the Americas?to How many know
that women in Sri Lanka have formed underground media collectives to produce
videos documenting human rights violations?" How many are aware that women
in Uruguay have used the division in that country between commercial and noncommercial speech to win concessions from advertisers that have resulted in less
sexist images of women in the media of that country?" How many know that the
Manushi collective in India has published a successful magazine that confronts
the oppression of women in that society?5° Conversely, how many media scholars
are aware that similar efforts in Kenya by the editorial staff of Viva magazine were
halted by transnational advertising agencies? These agencies threatened to withdraw advertisements if the advertising-dependent magazine continued to address
issues like prostitution, birth control, female circumcision, polygamy, and sex education." How many know that the Asian-Pacific Institute for Broadcasting
Development in Kuala Lumpur is distributing internationally a resource kit on
changing media images of Asian women?
Such stories have low or no news value within the framing conventions of
mainstream objective media. To locate such stories, readers must seek them out
at the margins of journalism in feminist and leftist magazines and periodicals and
in low- or no-budget newsletters. History will not be hung on a new hinge until
the gender-related constituents of commercial news practices and the forms of
power knowledge they represent are critically analyzed and reconstructed.

What Gender Analysis Makes Visible
In this section, I briefly identify and discuss three crises that either become visible or look quite different when they are examined through the lens of the global
politics of the gender order.

Global Overpopulation
In a book that received extensive praise in U.S. media, Preparing for the Twentyfirst Century (1993), Paul Kennedy examined demographic projections indicating
that the world's population has more than doubled in the past forty years to 5.5
billion. Current projections indicate that it will reach between 7.6 and 9.4 billion
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by 2025, with most of that growth occurring among people currently living in developing nations. In Kennedy's dangerous world, imbalances between 'richer and
poorer societies form the backdrop to all other important forces for change that
are taking place."52 The developing nations will face famine, ecological devastation,
and massive emigration, but Kennedy pointed out that the effects of the population explosion are also going to be very "painful for the richest one-sixth of the
earth's population that now enjoys a disproportionate five-sixths of its wealth?"3
Until the appearance of reviews of the Kennedy book, population issues had
received very little coverage in the U.S. press since the early 1980s. Coverage had
been so meager that some media treated Kennedy's thesis as if it were news, even
though it drew on data that are readily available in undergraduate sociology textbooks. Why?
The absence of the population question on news agendas can be explained as
extensions of both the domestic gender politics of the Reagan-Bush era (antichoice, antifeminist) and of U.S. global media dominance. Neither the Reagan
and Bush administrations—which banned U.S. aid to international population
planning agencies that condoned abortion in any way—nor U.S. advertising-driven commercial media had anything to gain by covering the population crisis, an
issue that is tied to the right of women to control their reproductive capacities.
To the contrary, in the highly politicized climate created by antichoice groups, it
became a lose-lose issue. Putting it on the agenda could invite boycotts, loss of
advertising revenues, and loss of votes.
To view the population issue as a national issue is, o f course, absurd.
Overpopulation in the developing world produces migration to the developed
world. To view it as a gender-neutral problem is even more absurd. Women have
babies.
Kennedy said nothing about global feminism in any of his well-informed 428
pages but devoted four pages to "The Role of Education and the Position of
Women." He noted that for the developing world, "the evidence linking the depressed status of women to population explosion, acute poverty, and economic
retardation seems clear?" I n his view, education of women in the developing
world is the essential key to solving the population explosion.
Who is depressing women? Who is denying them access to education? Kennedy
did not take the next obvious analytic step. He did not see or analyze the genderrelated constituents of the structures of power that are producing the ecological
nightmare. As a result, Kennedy did not see an obvious ray of hope on the horizon: the global feminist movement, a movement committed to expanding
women's literacy rates and reproductive choices. Research that focuses on human
reproduction without analyzing the gender order does not have the power to analyze effectively the related constituents of international trade policies, employment practices of paranational corporations, the global communications and financial revolutions, the growing homogenization and commodification o f
culture, or international law.
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Child Sex Trade in Poor Nations
The AIDS pandemic has received enormous global media coverage since the mid1980s. Much of the coverage has, of course, been shown to reflect strong heterosexual and heterosexist biases.55Coverage of the AIDS crisis in Africa has also
been widely criticized by both Africans and international media critics.56
The AIDS crisis is highly visible. Factors that remain relatively invisible are its
impact on child slavery and prostitution in poor nations and the role men from
prosperous nations are playing in dramatically increasing the sexual traffic in
children.
Stories about prostitution are not usually framed as political news, let alone as
international news. The single exception appears to be sex scandals involving
princes and presidents. Routine practices in the sex trades are generally unreported or underreported. The roles global structural inequalities play in trafficking in children typically make the papers only when special commissions of the
U.N. or human rights watch groups produce press releases. Such reports indicate
that 'child catchers" in poor countries like Thailand, Haiti, Bangladesh, the
Philippines, Indonesia, and war-torn parts of Africa frequently purchase or kidnap children for employment in mines, plantations, and sex trades."
An unintended side-effect of AIDS education, according to a 1993 UNESCOsponsored conference, has been an increased demand for very young girls or boys,
who are marketed by pimps as being clean or virgins. In Manila, Bangkok, Rio de
laniero, and Frankfurt, such children draw premium prices on the international
sex market. In Vietnam, the influx of businessmen from Japan, Hong Kong, and
Taiwan is generating a boom market in children. Statistics are both rare and of
questionable reliability, but one UNESCO study estimated that 2 million Thai
women work in the sex trades and that as many as 800,000 of them may be adolescents or children. The report indicated that the demand for young girls comes
mainly from Asians, and the demand for young boys comes primarily from
Westerners." Another UNESCO study estimated that more than 10,000 boys between ages six and fourteen work as prostitutes in Sri Lanka, where most of their
clientele are foreign men."
The silence around this issue represents the routine workings of the news organizations under a gender order secured by hegemonic masculinity. The repellent practices of the international sex trades do not pose any immediate threats to
manly men, their wives, or their children. (However, one version of this story finally made the papers because it contained an important advisory for elite male
travellers: The preadolescent prostitutes of the developing world, no matter how
young, are not clean and not free of the HIV virus or other sexually transmitted
diseases.) The wall of silence shielding the sexual abuse of poor children and the
long-term global health crisis their abuse precipitates become visible through the
lens of gender-order theory.
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Female Genocide in Bosnia
In response to activism by international women's organizations protesting "gynocide" in Bosnia, rape has finally been defined as a war crime.° Although sexual forms of torture, including rape, were documented at the Nuremberg trials,
perpetrators were not prosecuted.61
Female gynocide in Bosnia represents an extreme case, one that is thoroughly
repugnant to most men and women throughout the world. Naming it as a gender behavior marks a turning point in the history of war. Women have become
historical agents by organizing, publicizing, and seeking international political
condemnation of these acts as war crimes. In doing so, they are making visible a
form of military aggression that has historically violated men as well as women.
Because women were regarded as the property of men under patriarchy, rape not
only brutalized and dehumanized enemy women but also robbed, emasculated,
and demoralized enemy men. In short, it was a strategy that powerful males used
to motivate their own troops and to dominate enemy males and all females.

Conclusion
War may be hell, as Ernest Hemingway claimed, but it is a form of hell that has
some beneficiaries: the commanders, commissars, and capitalists on the winning
side. The efforts of human rights, peace, and feminist organizations to make the
gender order of war visible may make it more difficult for anyone to benefit and
to stoke the fires of future hells. It may also make it more difficult to maintain the
media blackout that marginalizes or erases women's politics qua politics.
A new journalism dedicated to breaking this code of silence is emerging in the
wake of global feminism. As a result, the old Western journalistic establishment
may be approaching the eleventh hour in its crisis of credibility if not of survival.
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The New World Intellectual Order
JOHAN GALTUNG

The world is shrinking, they say. So is the space between the components of gunpowder when hit by a hammer, If there is only one component present, maybe it
is not so dangerous, only tight. But a very different matter emerges if the mix is
potentially explosive and the components start interacting.
Human capacity to take differences well is limited. There is comfort in interacting with a mirror image of Self; behind differences dangers may be lurking. No
doubt the capacity to accept the different Other may be expanded—through positive experiences, by cultivating the spirit of "you are different from me, how fascinating, what can we learn from each other?" (and not "you are different from
me, how dangerous, how can I change, teach, convert, control, eliminate you!")—
through education. But these are long-term projects. And we are dealing with
soon 6 billion humans divided into about 2,000 nations in 200 states (including
20 nation-states).
Simple reasoning applies to well-known fault lines in the human construction,
such as gender and generation, race and class, religion and language; the latter is
the raw material for nation constructs. In this chapter, another cultural category
will be explored: epistemology, intellectual style. What do major groups see as
valid knowledge? How does that shape behavior, including internation behavior?
And how can that constitute fault lines for future upheavals?

On the New World Order: A World of Civilizations
By the "new world order," I shall mean the post–Cold War organization of the world
in hegemons, with their hegemonic systems, not all of them equally crystallized at
present (late 1994) but sufficiently so for reasonable hypotheses to be formed.,
More particularly, the basic hypothesis is that the successor system to the Cold
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